Highly, Sought After...

Bascom Jones’
The Compleat
Magick
5-Volume Set

This publication is the talk of the
mental world. The most anticipated
publication in the last 15 years!
Bascom Jones…. a name that conjures
up mystery, magick, mentalism, pure
effects designed to ENTERTAIN and
FOOL the masses.
Over 2400 pages of dynamite material
culled from 1000’s of contributions by
the best thinking performers in Magic
and mentalism. More than 1400
individual effects!
All five volumes are magnificently executed in cranberry
cloth, gold imprints with costly end papers, 60 pound
paper and a beautifully embossed tip-in. A quality
production emulating the high standards demanded by
Collectors’ Workshop. The material contained in this 5Volume Set is exactly as originally issued by Bascom
Jones. Over 23 years of accumbulated genius
found no where else. Nothing is left out.
We will only be selling the entire 5 Volume Set;
no singles at this time.

795

$

This complete Book Set is also a
vaila
ble on Joe’
s Easy P
ay Plan—so
av
ailab
Joe’s
Pa
you can b
uy it o
ver 30, 60 or 90 da
ys! Call us ffor
or details!
buy
ov
day

The Compleat Magick-Testament
& Compiled Indexes
Compiled & Edited By Andrew Pinard

FINALLY an actual detailed Index for Bascom Jones’ Compleat
Magick. Every item listed according to its numerical order in
Bascom’s original Magick series. This Index will work with
the loose originals as issued by Bascom as well as 5-Volume
Set. The Compleat Index contains the Compiled Index of
Categories as well as the Compiled Index of Contributors. In addition to this, it
contains facsimiles letters, tips and more, now very hard to find in original form.

Sold Separately!
2

47.50

$
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Seeing Is Believing!

Super Quick Cube+

Do Not Confuse This Package
With Others As This Is The
Complete Kit—Everything You
Need To Perform it!
Takamiz Usui, who was a pioneer of
the popular trend of Cube magic, is
back with his latest DVD release. It is
a quick and visual solving of a mixedup cube.
You are taught two methods to gaff
a standard cube. For the simple
method, you will need to get some stickers from a separate cube to make your
performance cube. The second method of making the gaff involves making a
removable piece that allows the cube to be examined at the end. Performed and
explained in Japanese and includes English subtitles. Uses ordinary Cubes which is
included with this kit and and necessary gaff and instructional.

30

$

Real Man’s Wallet
Imagine having a spectator’s SIGNED
CARD magically appear in the wallet,
securely under the plastic ID holder
WITHOUT you ever opening it? The
Real Man’s Wallet allows you to create
this amazing effect as well as many
others—AND it looks and functions like
a NORMAL wallet. You will actually use
this as your EVERYDAY wallet.
The Real Man’s Wallet is made with
beautiful leather and is hand-crafted to our exact
specifications. The ingenious easy-load chamber will
allow you to produce items inside your wallet with
ease. Because it can be used as your everyday wallet,
you will always be ready to perform. Even with a
borrowed deck or a spectator’s business card! No
need for oversized bulky wallets anymore to perform
on-the-go miracles.
Includes: Detailed online video instruction by Greg
Wilson. Also included is Steve Draun’s original loading and performance instruction
pdf. Pdf also includes fully detailed photos.

40

$
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Total Foolers!

Stevens Magic & Shawn
Reida Present...

Block Off Cord
Revisited

A Golden Oldie From The Past!
A block penetrates a rope, simply and
beautifully—once or many times. Even in
the spectator’s own hands! Each time more
amazing than the last! This trick has fooled
some of the best minds in magic due to the
fact of the very subtle and simple method
used to accomplish the trick.
You will receive a length of rope with stiff
brass end covers. A hand-crafted, old world-style solid
Wooden Block approximately 3 inches in size. (This
quality of block has been off the market for many
years.) Each block and rope is handmade by Louis
Gaynor and Shawn Reida. These are a working
performer’s model that is durable and will last a
lifetime.
Various suggested routines are included as well as
Shawn’s 3-phase routine that he perfected over time.
We know you will enjoy this classic effect in your
show. An impossible penetration.

49.50

$

Ray Piatt’s

Twindow

A Hand-Crafted Wonderful 2Way Envelope!
This is a very innocent ruse—popular among
Mentalists! Can be used with playing cards
and also business cards! Can be used over
and over again! An innocent prop that is
very powerful. Makes the switch right under
their eyes.
Comes complete with everything need to do
this effect—also how to make more
envelopes!

1 For...$15

4

2 For...$25
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Magical Winners!

Synchronicity

Jeff Sheridan is quite a clever performer
and inventor. Synchronicity is his
latest and it is a winner.
You receive five beautifully executed
wooden boxes engraved with ESP
symbols. Each box contains an
interesting item; a key, a ring, a small
pencil, a stone and a penny.
The spectator mixes the boxes and then
settles on one without knowing its
contents. The performer turns his back
so that he can not see the spectator’s
selection. The spectator then replaces
the box and mixes it with the others.
Now comes the interesting part. The performer begins tapping the lid of each box
at random and then asks the spectator to silently spell the name of the item he is
thinking of as the performer continues to tap the boxes. When the spectator
finishes spelling the item (let’s assume it the K-E-Y), he calls ‘stop’. The performer
pushes the box that he last tapped forward and it proves to be the box that contains
the thought of object!
Points To Remember: There is no force. Each box contains only one object
and there are no duplicates. The performer turns his back when the selection is
made and the boxes are mixed. The performer does not ask any questions and
there is no form of ‘magician’s choice’, etc. Boxes can be examined and the effect
can be repeated with a different outcome. Instant reset. Comes with all the props
including detailed instructions.

99

$

Pro Silver Appearing Cane
Bam! In the blink of an eye a gleaming full-size chrome walking
stick or cane appears magically in your hand.
You can begin with a silk hank, which you pass through your
hand, and it instantly and visibly transforms into a beautiful
silver cane.
This is really a good quality appearing cane in gleaming polished
metal. Professional quality.Stainless steel-polished metal. Made
along the lines of the original Walsh cane.

70

$
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Quality Products

Wooden Marlin Cups
2 Versions

A wonderful set of custom made
Walnut or Cherry cordial cups
produced by the craftsmen at
Collector’s Workshop.
This is a mini version of the Midas Cups
(also available at Stevens Magic). The
performer drops four quarters into one
cup and when inverted only three coins
drop out. The second cup is lifted, which
reveals the missing coin. This is repeated
with another coin joining the previous
coin under the other cup.
One by one, the coins travel invisibly from
one cordial cup to the other. Finally, the
performer slides a cup (mouth down)
across the table leaving a trail of dimes,
which stretches across his close-up pad!
This is an elegant and magical
transposition, which only requires your
time to learn. The cups and coins provided do most of the work for you.

Cherry

Walnut

Comes complete with two hand-turned wooden cups, special coins, final load
gimmick, bag for storage and complete instructions. You can choose from
either Walnut or Cherry wood.

A Coin Worker’s Deight!

129

$

Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com
(use Code: SME22818)
Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other
promotion or special. Some
items are nondiscountable or
listed as a special price, these
are not eligible for this coupon.
Nor are Antiques!
Expires Feburary 28, 2018!
6

Remember YOU must
MENTION the coupon to use it!
It is NOT given automatically,
and will not be applied
retroactively! Coupon Code:
SME22818
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Magical Masterpieces!
Jumbo B’Wave

New and Improved! Superior Quality!
Professional Model!
The photo does not do justice to the top quality
of this effect. The added size makes them
visible even in the largest theater, but equally
at home in a parlor presentation. Not only have
we improved the look and finish, but the cards
are marked on the back so that you can avoid
mistakes like displaying the wrong card. In
addition, this set comes with an extra face card,
so that you can repeat the effect, in case you
have a return engagement. No one has offered this! So you get what amounts
to two sets for the price of one.
Jumbo B’Wave—a simple effect that packs a lot of MAGIC. You allow the
spectator to mentally select a card and when you show a spread of four cards, the
selected card IS the card they choose and it is going the opposite way of the
others. Not only that, it has a different color back than the others, and if that
wasn’t enough…there is one more climax that will floor them! I’ll let you find out
what that is when you purchase this wonderful effect.
Things to remember: No sleight of hand. No extra cards to hide. No rough
and smooth. No long drawn out learning curve. Learn this in 5 minutes. Nonglare coating. No bouncing flashes of light from their surface. Long lasting, durable
PVC cards, not cardboard. These will last you for many years. Comes with an
extra face card for repeat performances. New larger size. 11.5 x 8 x 1/8
inches thick. Detailed instructions. Velvet carry bag for protection.

65

$

Burmese Bells
Five antique bells are suspended on different lengths of
cord from a clear Lucite tube. The performer holds the
tube at arm’s length and asks a spectator to choose one
of the bells. On command, the bell begins to swing. At
first, ever so slightly, and then it picks up momentum
until it is swinging wildly. The spectator is asked to make
another choice, and upon doing so, the first bell returns
to its previous state of quiescence while the second begins
to swing.

No forces, no sleights, no threads and everything can be
immediately examined. Can be used to locate a selected
card. Great for metaphysical and spirit routines or just
plain fun. One of the most unusual effects you’ll ever perform. Comes with complete
routine plus some great ideas. This one really makes them scratch their heads!

58

$
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Leave Them Mystified
Psy Key

You are presented with one of the most
unusual psychic effects ever to be offered to
the Magic fraternity. This key deluxe version
of this mysterious key. This model has
eliminated a number of the drawbacks
associated with all the previous keys, namely
excessive noise, unwanted movement and
difficulty in setting and accessibility to the
interior workings as well as eliminating the
rusting factor.
An antique brass key is displayed and an
unusual tale unfolds. The key is shown to be
of normal manufacture in that the bit and
bow are made parallel to each other. This enables one to insert the key in the keyway of a door lock correctly, even in the dark. But…as the bizarre story unfolds,
the key begins to react in a mysterious manner, until the conclusion of the tale
reveals that the key has somehow become misshapen.
Only one key is used. Nothing is added or removed. This is completely self-contained.
Comes complete with custom wooden case (aged coffin-like box with
velvet lining), cloth pouch and detailed instructions, complete with
ghostly patter. Made from solid brass, will not rust as will the steel keys being
imported from Europe.

325

$

U-235
The performer talks about early testing implements
used in the 50’s to test uranium and molecular
fusion, etc. The apparatus you see before you was
one of the first attempts at atomic restructuring.
Very few people have ever seen this demonstrated.
Watch closely as you won’t believe your eyes. Note
this solid piece of 1/4-inch plate glass and two
aluminum reactor cylinders. We will sandwich the
solid glass between the two cylinders and we will
use this solid steel ball to demonstrate the
properties discovered long ago. Watch and listen
as you hear the solid steel ball make contact with the solid glass sheet then a
second later the ball is seen and heard crashing down through the glass onto the
plate below. This is an exact replica of the original Thayer unit. A treasure
for any collector, yet you will be demonstrating this unique effect moments after
receiving it. Limited quantities have been made at this time so don’t delay.

With permission of Owen Magic Surpreme...$99

8
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A Classical Favorite
Strait Jacket

Houdini made his reputation with the strait jacket escape
and it has been a success wherever performed. The
strait jacket escape can be played for serious drama and
suspense or lighthearted comedy and laughter. Let your
imagination run wild—your audience will love it!
This top quality is made of softened khaki green cotton
canvas with brown “distressed” leather-like trim, 100%
leather belting and nickel-plated buckles. This gives it
an air of authenticity and make it appear the formidable
challenge that it is. This is the same color jacket used by
Houdini. Despite its rugged appearance, this strait jacket
is engineered to allow the performer comfort, flexibility
and ease. It is sturdily constructed and designed
to provide years of service. Special modifications
ensure escape, yet remain undetectable to those
examining the jacket.
Jackets can be used by anyone from slight to
stocky build—weighing 110 to 210 pounds and
up to six feet tall. Specify size: L (50-52), XL
(54-56). Khaki green only. Custom sizes
available for additional charge. If you want Small
or Medium please let us know. Excellent Quality!

XL...$235

L...$235
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Magic For Everyone

Deluxe
Silk To
Egg

A red silk is run
through the perfor mer’s hands,
then poked into his
fist. It is tossed into
the left hand, but
instead of the silk, he
shows an EGG! The
silk has vanished
from his hands and
is pulled from his
pocket. Now, the audience is let in on the secret: He used two silks and a fake,
hollow egg. The performer agrees to show all and repeats his moves, but when the
egg finally appears for the second time, it is broken into a glass and show to be a
real egg! Complete with specially formed ceramic egg, two 18-inch silks and special
gimmick.

A Classic!!

T’Ang Dynasty
Tea Chest

37.50

$

The performer borrows a finger ring and
seals it into a small paper envelope,
leaving it in full view. Now, the performer
points to—but does not touch—a
magnificent, small tea chest. It’s exterior
of exotic wood reflects well the hours of
hand-rubbed attention paid by an artisan
of the old school. Hanging from the front
of the chest is a small string with a familiar
tea bag tag. The spectator is invited to
open the envelope. It contains nothing
but fragrant tea leaves. The performer
gently shakes the tea chest. There is a telltale rattle.
He opens the chest, showing that it is chock full of
tea bags. The performer grasps the tag on the outside
of the box and lifts the attached bag from the chest.
Inside the tea bag, that was inside the box, is the
spectator’s ring! This is a fine, and yes, poetic piece
of magic. It plays well for parlor, stage and even
close-up. Comes with full routine and presentation.
It is a piece you will be proud to own.
$
10

155
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Make’Em Laugh
Acrobatic Fish “Plus”

Another Perfect Kid Show Effect!
A rod is displayed sporting three ropes, one of
which has a fish hanging from its end. The Magi
quips about his fish being the “Educated Fish”
and the fish can do magic today! The fish can
jump to the other end and back and forth! (After
several trips from one end to the other) the kids
yell out; “We know how he does it! Let’s see it
jump to the middle!” (You know the effect.)
Upon asking where would you like to see the
fish jump to next, the kids scream to the
MIDDLE. (After more by-play) the Magi has the
last laugh as he suddenly looks down and all three
ropes have a fish hanging from the ends of each
rope! “I guess I caught you kids while fishing
with this pole!”
Excellent audience reaction effect. Like the classic Monkey Bar, this is another
winner and you should add this to your act. Guaranteed response and laughter
with mystery involved. So easy to do and easy to carry.

60

$

Bafflin’
Boomerangs
Two wooden boomerangs are
displayed—one bright yellow and one
fire-engine red. The boomerangs are
shown to be exactly the same size by
placing one directly on top of the
other. The ends line up and it is clear
that they are exactly the same size.
The demonstration continues as the
performer alternately shrinks the
boomerangs—first showing the
yellow to be considerably shorter than
the red. Then the red one is shrunk to be shorter than the yellow. This can be
repeated ad infinitum, relying on the age-old, clever optical illusion. However, the
optical illusion becomes reality at the conclusion of this routine! The red boomerang
is now placed on top of the yellow showing it really is over an inch shorter! Both
boomerangs may be examined.

36

$
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Fine Quality Wallets

Himber Vest
Pocket Wallet

We have finally received a shipment of
the Himber Vest Pocket Wallet at a
great price. Always a tremendous
accessory!
The wallet measures 4.5 x 3.25-inches
and is VERY thin. The Wallet has a
license window on the left and a pocket on the right. Lays flat when opened and
made of top quality pebbled leather. This wallet is made to exacting specifications
and is the finest on the market and is reasonably priced.

45

$

Himber Wallet
Standard

The effects of the Himber Wallet are legion!
It is one of the best switching tools in all of
magic world. It can be used for money magic,
card magic, mentalism and comedy magic, too!
You name it and this wallet serves a great
purpose in your routines!
Innocent looking, soft leather, high quality and
comes complete with several routines. Can
be used everyday as your normal wallet. Add
this professional prop to your accessory
repertoire.

49

$

Fred Kaps’

Working Performer’s
Signed Card In Wallet
Another great Ken Brooke Magic Range
item! Fred Kaps performed the Card In
Wallet and did it again and again and again
in one continuous routine. Each time, the
freely selected card was found in the zipper
compartment of his wallet! Any card can
be used. High quality, superb wallet, slightly smaller than original wallet.
PLUS—Bonus Routine: Signed card Inside A Sealed Envelope! Imagine
that...not ONLY is the signed card inside the wallet, it is inside a sealed envelope
as well!

49

$
12
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Adults Only!

Juan Mayoral’s

Volcanic Match
Imagine lighting a match and having a
huge burst of flames leap out! Startling.
Visual. Yet completely safe. No
electronics. No flammable fluids. No
flash paper. Instantly repeatable. A
real attention grabber!
“This is the finest gimmick I’ve seen
for throwing flames using
lycopodium powder!” --Joe Stevens

Extra Lycopodium Powder...$20

60

$

Flash Bills
We have not seen such a
realistic looking flash bill ever.
You can use these flash bills
close-up with confidence!
Available in these denominations: $1.00, $5.00,
$20.00,
$50.00
or
$100.00 (10 bills per
pack).
Price Thru Feb. 15th - $10

Flash Paper
Each sheet is 8 X 9 inches in size – 4 sheets/pack. Available
Thick or Thin.

10

$

Flash Cord
Pack Contains 10 Feet Of Product. Important Tip: If
you need flash string, just un-twine this cord, as it is
composed of about 5-6 smaller-sized strings. Burn Rates:
4 inches/second horizontal. 24 inches/second vertical.

10

$

Flash Cotton
Flash cotton is very easy to work with. This is professional,
theatrical grade flash cotton, weighing in at half an ounce.

16

$
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Anytime Anywhere

Buma’s Anytime Anywhere has been
designed from the ground up to allow its
included props to be performed in unison with
each other, or as stand-alone effects. All of
its featured props have been hand crafted by
BUMA specifically for Anytime Anywhere.
Below are some of the effects you can
perform with Buma’s Anytime
Anywhere: Produce three liquid-filled Shot
Glasses from locations of your choice.
Clandestinely load a liquid of your choice into
one of the empty Shot Glasses for its instant
liquid appearance. Cause the liquid-filled shot glass to travel from under one object
to another. Push the liquid-filled Shot Glass thru a solid table top. Vanish a liquidfilled Shot Glass from your hands. Turn one Shot Glass into two. Buma’s Anytime
Anywhere may even be routined with your own set of Cups and Balls or Chop Cup.
Please review BOTH videos on the website—one is for set-up and
instruction and one is for performance!

75

$

Specter
A small wallet is handed to a spectator. On one side, it
houses a see-through window featuring a photo of an
old séance with participants’ hands on the table. The
magician covers it with a handkerchief, and then lifts
the handkerchief by its center in an upward motion
above the séance photo in the wallet, as the ends of the
handkerchief dangle down. The magician removes
his hands, and incredibly, rather than falling—
the handkerchief takes the form of the rigid
Specter, standing approximately 7 inches high
by its own volition!
The performer invites another spectator to confirm this
by putting his palm on the top of the Specter. The
magician then moves the Specter in 45-degree angles— while it still maintains it
rigidity and shape. Next the magician releases his hold, and the Specter is now
hovering in mid-air. The Specter is then seen to ascend and descend,
making no mistake of its presence!
With one hand the performer re-grasps the top of the Specter, while with the
other hand he grabs the corner of the handkerchief (showing both sides). Upon
uncovering the photo, the Specter has vanished as quickly as it appeared!

45

$
14
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Buma’s House Of Magic
Sell
e

Illusionarium
The Illusionarium is a pocket-sized, circular
object, which is enclosed on all sides except for
two exposed holes—one at the top and one at
the bottom. The holes are just large enough to
allow for a single digit (finger/thumb) to be
pushed through the two holes of the open-ended
Illusionarium.

r!

The performer places the Illusionarium down
and over a spectator’s extended index finger. It
is clearly seen to penetrate through both holes
of the Illusionarium. The Illusionarium is
then removed from the performer’s finger and
IMMEDIATELY the spectator is asked to INSERT either of their fingers into any of
the two holes. There’s only one problem—THEY CAN’T—their finger is now
being stopped by an unseen solid barrier! The performer then shakes the
Illusionarium and a solid rattle is heard coming from within. The Illusionarium
is now opened up to reveal a SOLID, CLEAR, LUCITE BLOCK occupying its
entire interior! The clear, lucite block is now dumped into the spectator’s hand.
Performance Video will blow your mind!

Buma’s
Engraved
Triple Combo
Silver Pocket
Cups & Balls

55

$

I
N
S
E
R
T
S

Each of the three individual
Engraved .925 Silver Cups
can perform as either a:
Chop Cup, Foo Can or
Vanisher (enabling for the
vanishing of a chosen object
that is covered by the silver cup). You choose which cup and which effect and
when to perform it! Remember, this set comes with three custom-molded
Buma inserts—each insert is unique and specialized.
Imagine if you can... being able to display all of the engraved silver cups empty
and normal before the start of your routine, then bringing in the stealthy features
of any of the three hand-crafted BUMA gimmicks, allowing you to create a routine
like never performed before with the cups and balls. As a finale, you may then
pour yourself a shot (vodka, whiskey, gin, etc.) from the cup of your choice.

250

$
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Don’t Spill!

Aqua Vases
Two Sizes!

Large Size stands 8-inches tall
and holds about 12 ounces of
liquid. Small Size stands 5inches tall and holds 7 ounces
of liquid. Each is hand spun!
Lightweight! The Aqua Vase still
stands as a classic in our magic
world. Still a mystery and still
accepted and excellent for all types
of audiences. Where does all the
water come from and where does
it go!! A professional piece of
apparatus that will last you for
years.
Note from Joe: “I performed this one night for the guys at supper and everyone
ordered a beer and I just brought out the Aqua Vase and said, ‘I don’t need to
order a beer as I have plenty that I brought with me.’ For the next hour I continued
to refill my glass in front of the guys to their amazement! It was fun!”

Small Size...$37.50

Large Size...$42.50

Superior Hydrostatic Glass
The performer fills a glass with water. He moistens a piece of newspaper and
places it over the mouth of the glass. The glass is turned upside-down, yet the
liquid remains in the glass—apparently held within by the paper! The paper is
slowly peeled away, yet the liquid remains in the overturned glass! At a gesture
from the performer, the liquid flows out freely. Easy to do. Full 16-ounces etched
glass. Heavy duty, professional quality. Dishwasher safe. Use most any type of
liquid. Detailed instructions included.

55

$
16
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Robert Frederico’s
First Thought
A very old principal
resurrected and made
foolproof! It’s diabolical!
This one will fool
Magicians and maybe
yourself.
Long
in
development.
The Magician is able to discern the first thought that the spectator writes down on
a notepad with an ordinary-looking dark grey Sharpie Marker!
This very subtle effect and possible presentations are a reputation maker.
You discern the first written word, number, time, name, phrase—
anything! Circle a pip on a playing card, a serial number on a dollar bill and much
more! The possibilities are limited only by your imagination! Resets quickly.
Comes complete with special Sharpie Pens, Notepad and complete instructions.
A must-have perfected mental effect that has been long forgotten. Get
this one! No one ahead method or forcing.

Don’t Miss This One!

20

$

Tornado Force
Spin and levitate a playing card on your finger tips
and hands just like on the video! Show off your
dexterity and skill just like a ‘Flashy Card Magician!’
Tornado Force make it easy to perform a perfect
card flourish! Mesmerize your audience by levitating
and spinning a playing card on the palm of your
hand. Pass a folded dollar bill or pen under the
spinning card and watch the reaction on your
spectator’s faces! The precisely balanced playing
card and gimmicks make it all possible. Now made with Bicycle
Rider Back design, the most popular of playing card designs!
Bonus effect is included: Spin and levitate your own
Fidget Spinner. Awe your audience by using your own LED
lighted spinner. NOTE: Works best with lightweight
plastic LED Fidget Spinners. Beautiful visual magic for
everyone regardless of skill level.

25

$
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Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________
Address ________________________________________________________
City ___________________________________ State ___________________
Zip ______________________

Phone—Day (_____) ________________
Evening (_____) _____________________
E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________
ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

PAYMENT METHOD:
MasterCard

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Visa

Check / Money Order

Amount Enclosed $ ____________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
Card Account Number

Expiration Date: _______ _______ CVN Code: ______
Month

Year

_______________________________________________________________
Customer Signature
All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.
Domestic Insurance Policy:
UPDATED
SHIPPING
CHARGES:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our Minimum Ship Charges:
premises. We, therefore, suggest you insure your
$
0.00 to $ 50.00 ....................... $7.50
order. Insurance fees are as follows:
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$
0.01 to $ 50.00 ......................... $0.75 $ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $12.50
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
Important
Note: The above charges will apply
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60 on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40 to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20 dimensions and weights (including but not limited
Maximum Liability $600.00
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
**Prices subject to change without notice.** shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
phrase “minimum ship charge” is included in the
copy and or prices.
above tiers.
Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst). We’re happy to help you with your orders. We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium

2520 East Douglas • Wichita, KS 67214
Phone: (316) 683-9582 • Fax: (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail: magic@stevensmagic.com
Website: www.stevensmagic.com
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Truly Revolutionary!
John Kennedy’s

Stir Fry

New & Improved!
Toss a coin into a cup, stir and
then “fry” your audience when the
coin penetrates the bottom of the
cup! Stir Fry works with any coin
and non-transparent cup. You can
use ceramic cups, plastic cups,
even paper cups such as Starbucks® and other brands!
The secret is the special pen. It looks and writes like an ordinary Paper Mate stick
pen, but contains a precision stainless steel gimmick that does all of the “dirty
work” for you. The gimmick is built to last a lifetime. When the pen runs out
of ink you just replace the cartridge with a common and inexpensive Paper Mate
ink cartridge.
For those of you familiar with John’s original “Stir Fry” that used a small magic
wand, here are the main improvements: The pen is a more natural object
and can be carried and used as an ordinary writing instrument. Unlike the wand,
the new gimmick allows you to leave the pen on the table while you handle the cup
and coin. This allows for a more convincing “hands free” performance. There’s
no danger of “flashing” the tip of the gimmick because the pen looks normal
before, during and after your performance.
John will teach you his favorite routine on YouTube video, including the jaw-dropping
sequence where the coin penetrates the cup and drops into a spectator’s hand!

39.50

$

John Kennedy’s

Hummingbird Reel
Make silks, dollar bills and more fly through
the air and into your hand with this miniature
electronic reel.
Hummingbird Reel is made from brass and
houses a high-quality micro motor. It pulls in
16 feet (5 meters) of clear thread. Battery
included.

70

$
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Precision Gimmicks

John Kennedy’s

Flight Deck

The ultimate “no touch” coins to glass. Cover
any glass with a deck of cards. Toss a coin
toward the glass—it disappears and visually
materializes with a loud clink inside the glass!
Repeat it as often as you like. You can even let
a spectator hold the glass when the coin
appears! It looks impossible because you’re
nowhere near the glass!
Flight Deck works with practically any type of
coin (even foreign coins), and any cup or glass.
The precision gimmick converts your own brand
of playing cards into an instant “Flight Deck”.
Slide the deck into its box and you’re ready to
go. By the way, there are no holes in the box
whatsoever! No sleight-of-hand is needed
because Flight Deck vanishes the coin for you
and makes it reappear inside the glass
automatically! You will literally be using Flight
Deck in less than two minutes! Just pop the
companion CD into your computer and watch
John teach this astonishing routine.
$

298

John Kennedy’s

Mid Air Card Stab
Stab a chosen card in mid-air with a
pocket knife! This improved version
of John Kennedy's classic effect is
the best ever. Why? Any brand of
playing cards can be used. The card
is freely chosen. No force is used.
The card can be signed and then
given out as a souvenir after you stab
it. You're always ready to perform. No reset is needed. The knife looks innocent
and can even be examined. You will receive the new custom-made knife and gimmick
that works with your own deck of cards. John Kennedy teaches you his complete
routine and handling. You will love this!
NOTE: Standard poker-sized cards must be used. The gimmick will not work with
the narrower bridge-sized cards.

Get Both Gimmick & CD...$50
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Hodge Podge Magic

Fire Book 2.0

One Year Guarantee! Yes, even fire
books get updated, and this is Version
2.0! This is the best fire book on the
market. This great prop demands
attention whenever you use it.
Open the book and flames burst from
its pages! Can be repeated multiple
times so that every time you open the
book, you are greeted with fire. Opens
with or without flames—you are in the
drivers seat.
Great for: Fire Safety, Outdoor
BBQ Tips, Global Warming Facts, Fireman’s Hand Book, Fireside Stories,
Winter Survival Guide, Hot Ideas—just to name a few!
Can be used also as a hilarious comedy prop as you act startled, puzzled, annoyed
and befuddled by the recurring flames. Book measures 6.25 x 9.5 x 1-inch. Plain
black cover. This is a top quality product that unlike older versions requires no flint
or awkward movements to initiate the fire. It’s all controlled by a strategically
located red button. When that button is pushed the fire begins! Battery-Operated.

45

$

Norm Nielsen’s

Living Latex Dove
A Norm Nielsen creation…made of
the finest quality washable latex with
hand-tinted accents and fitted glass
eyes. None finer available… thousands
sold!
They are used in a variety of ways,
limited only by one’s imagination.
These living latex doves can be “rung
in” anytime during your act, and can easily add a new effect as needed. They
crush small, assume shape quickly, and can be manipulated to act real if needed.
The latex is dyed pure white, not just painted. Fully washable, they’ll always look
good. Thin walled latex for small compression. Glass eye give them that perfect
look. Hand detailed. The industry standard in Latex Doves! These are preferred
by working pro’s as the industry standard.

45

$
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Modern Day Magic
Ken Brooke’s

Master Chop Cup

Aluminum Satin Finish
The Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup is an
authentic reproduction of the first Chop Cup
created by Ken Brooke. Sometimes referred to
as the Ken Brooke Highball Cup, it was designed
as a tall cup. The cup accommodates an impressive
baseball size load. It is a lightweight version of
the copper cup, even though it is spun from the
same gauge aluminum as the copper cup, weighing in at only 3 oz (85g).
Technically, the Ken Brooke cups are unique, as the gaff is spun in on the outside
of the cup rather than on the inside. This means the inside of the cup is seamless.
It is an old style of gaffing a cup, but perfectly functional and authentic in every
way.
Each cup is hand spun from the original RNT II Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup
tooling in .050 aluminum with a brushed satin finish on its exterior and interior.
Comes with Ken Brooke Master Chop Cup, 1—1 1/8-inch RNT Red Ball,
1—1 1/8 inch RNT Red Magnetic Ball and FREE Ken Brooke Chop Cup Book.

90

$

Four Classic Effects For Affordable Prices!!
Destination Unknown
It’s TV Time
Dining Out
Movie Time

Quite possible that the above FOUR mental
effects are the best close-up effects in the world
of MENTALISM. You can carry any one of
them in your pocket and are ready to perform
a mental miracle! They are easy to perform.
They are stunning effects. They are fun to
do! They leave spectators baffled. Fits in your
shirt pocket. Spectator picks any one of the objects listed on the multiple cards
(and they have plenty of choices), and you—at once—know the selected spectator’s
choice! IMPOSSIBLE! But credit goes to Bill Pryor for excellent thinking
of this mind blowing effect. (Don’t try to figure it out!)

Destination Unknown (City Names)...$12.50
It’s TV Time (TV Titles)...$12.50
Dining Out (Menu Choices)...$10
Movie Time (Famous Movies)...$10

Pick! ou
s
’
k
r
Ma them y
of
Any ill love!
w
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Cards With A Twist

Tommy Wonder’s

Rubix Card

A beautiful, handcrafted wooden box is
shown, which contains several small
cubes, of which there are different card
pips on each cube. (None matching). The
performer then takes the lid and covers
the box and has a card selected. The
spectator is told to concentrate on the card
and its pips...and then the spectator is told
to take the lid off the box and magically,
the once assorted cubes are now
assembled in perfect color and order to
reveal in splendor the picture of the
chosen card! Two Versions—8 of
Hearts and 8 of Diamonds.
$

85

Roy Johnson’s

Lucky Cards
Possibly the #1 most dynamic card
effect for trade shows, open houses or
corporate work! Sells your sponsors!
The spectator names ANY card in the
deck expecting to win $20. But, all the
cards in the deck have the word WIN
written on the back EXCEPT his. Hard
to believe, but it says LOSE!

25

$

Tommy Wonder’s

Elizabeth IV.1

Two playing cards are placed face down
on the table. A spectator has to guess
the identity of just one of these playing
cards. If he guesses correctly, glory will
be bestowed upon him! However, if he
fails to guess the correct identity of one
of the cards, glory will evade him and
shame will be his fate. Should the spectator fail, the magician promises him
compensation in the form of a fair amount of money—just a small gesture to help
him carry the burden of shame. Naturally, the spectator does everything in his
power to avoid the shame of having to accept the money— he therefore tries
really hard to correctly guess the identity of one of the cards. Luckily he succeeds,
glory is upon him, and as a logical consequence, he lives happily ever after.
The effect contains a red Phoenix Double Decker Deck.

Available Aagin!
24

35

$
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Simply Deceptive

Wire Grams
What a unique way to reveal a chosen
card! All it takes is a little heat. After a
card is selected, the performer brings out
a piece of wire. He wraps it in paper
and sets it on fire—in a flash the paper
burns away as the wire forms the shape
of the chosen card. The visual
representation of the card appears
permanently bent into the wire as the
result of heat. Hold the wire over a
candle, dip it into any hot liquid—the
change is instantaneous! Put the wire
close under a bright light bulb and the
wire slowly and visibly transforms.
Various types of Wire Grams sold.

11

$

Rotating Pencil
Wonderful impromptu magic effect!
Carry it in your coat pocket—always
ready to perform!
In effect... A perfectly ordinary pencil
mysteriously turns completely around
before your very eyes.
May be instantly repeated! Can be
performed by anyone anywhere. Can
be shown surrounded. No false moves.
No sleights. Can be done in a bathing
suit! Nothing added or taken away.
Don’t miss this one! Lots of fun
for small price!

10

$

Gaetan Bloom’s

Ultimate Flying Ring
Another great Ken Brooke Magic Range
item!
A re-release of Gaetan’s original Ring
In Key Case. Now get this...No
reels...No threads...No pulls. It’s clean.
The key case can be examined before
the ring appears inside. The spectator
holds the key case. It is never in the
performer’s hands. The performer
never touches the key case. With no
other versions can this be done.

25

$
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Gimpy Presents...
Fantastic
Silk Frame
Based on the Eric Lewis two heads
version.
Only a handful of this version have ever
been made. This version allows the
performer to remove the bar/sword
from the cabinet, and for the first time,
can be performed in the round.
A handsome, wood cabinet is opened
(front and back) to reveal a sword with
one or more silks tied to its center. The
silks are taken from the cabinet. The
back door is closed, then the front. The
sword is removed and can be
examined. The silks are vanished by
the performer’s favorite method. The
sword is inserted back into the cabinet.
Then the cabinet is opened to reveal
the silks tied back on the sword.
The cabinet and sword have a
Moroccan theme. Made out of walnut
with a hand rubbed finish. Dimensions
are 14 x 9 x 2 inches and adorned
with real gold leaf carvings. The brass
sword is 14 inches long. Silks ARE
included. Hallmarked by Gimpy at the
base of the unit.
“A classic revisited!” --Joe Stevens

295

$

Only 3 Units Left!

26
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Stevens Magic Exclusives

Albenice Card
Rise Revisited

Quite possibly one of the finest
card rises ever created! The
action of swinging the houlette
does all the work!
Up to three cards (poker sized)
are selected by members of the
audience, replaced into the deck
and shuffled. The deck is then
placed into an ornate houlette. Attached to the houlette are two long ribbons.
The magician holds one, while a spectator (or assistant) holds the other. They
begin to gently sway the houlette back and forth—like a swing. As this happens,
the chosen cards slowly and mysteriously rise—one at a time—from the houlette.
This is probably the finest version of this effect ever offered. The lyre-shaped
houlette is hand-crafted by Michael Baker from solid mahogany and solid brass.
Its elegant Victorian style is perfect for the most discerning performer. The entire
piece of apparatus has a very regal feel and appearance. The King Blue satin
ribbons are specially “creped” to give them a wavy texture. The ribbons taper at
the ends and are adorned with decorative beads and hand-tied gold lame tassels.
NOTE: The photo above does not accurately show how far the distance can be
between the houlette and persons holding the ribbons. Maximum distance is 12
feet, with each ribbon 6 feet long.

Special Price, Only A Few Remain...$125

Improved Salt Pour
You know the effect...Magician pours salt into his
empty hand and then throws the salt up into the air and
it has vanished! Viola! He supposedly catches the
vanished salt in his other hand, closes the hand and begins
to pour and pour and pour and pour until the hand is
now empty and the magician is clean. Where did the
salt go? How did he catch it again? This is a pour that
is long enough, but not boring and gives the performer
the opportunity to use theatrics during the effect.
The gimmick is 100% brass, has a smaller diameter,
taller neck for a longer pour and a wider, thicker stream,
two coats of flesh-colored paint, acrylic finish. Made in
the USA. This is an excellent stage or platform effect.
A professional prop for professional performers! See
website for demonstration of this fantastic effect.

Not $300...Not $200, But ONLY...$125
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Money & More Money
Viktor Voitko’s

Split Coin

aka Coin Thru Bill/Bag
You can perform “many” different effects with this
coin including the popular visual coin through the
bag. The finest quality version EVER made!
The audience sees two coins inside a small plastic
bag, a penny and a quarter. The magician asks a
spectator to name aloud one of the two coins. In
this case the response is “penny.” So the
magicians pulls the quarter—physically and visually
for ALL TO SEE—through the bottom of the bag,
leaving the penny. He then hands the bag with
the penny to the spectator, but the funny thing is,
there is no hole in the bag?
Half Dollar Version: The magician shows a half
dollar and bill only. The coin is placed on the center
of the bill and bill is folded in half. Spectators can
check and feel coin. The coin is really inside the bill.
You touch your empty fingers to the center of the bill
and coin penetrates through center of the bill! You
bring the coin to the center of the bill and the coin
penetrates back inside the bill in the same manner as
before! You take coin from the bill and you give to spectator for checking. Unfold
the bill. It is intact. You return it to spectator. You have empty hands, and spectators
can examine everything! Comes complete with instructional DVD, gimmicked Coin
and a practice bill. SPECIAL PRICING...WON’T LAST!

Split Quarter...$39

Split Half Dollar...$39

Mismade Bills
The magician borrows a bill and shows
both sides. He then shows both hands
empty. (Except for the borrowed bill, of
course!) The bill is folded in half and then
in half again.
With a magical gesture the bill is unfolded,
and has transformed into a “mismade”
bill. The “mismade” bill is refolded and
changed back to its original form and
then returned to the spectator.

$1.00 Version...$12.50
28
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Exclusive Money Effects
Fred Kaps Treasury Note
The performer slowly counts five pieces of newspaper.
With a flick of the wrist, the paper instantly changes into
five $1 bills! (Can be changed back into paper too!) You
will love this stunning, close-up, walkaround
effect. We’ve made the master gimmick for
you! All you have to do is add five $1 bills to
the packet! Quick! Visual! Per for m
Surrounded! Easy To Do! Easy To Carry!
Don’t leave home without it.

Available Again!

15

$

Confusing George

The Five $1 Bill Illusion
Pull out five $1 bills and count them in front of the
spectators, turning every other one over as you count them!
So you have some upside down and a couple right side up!
That’s it. Flick them...Shake them...Blow on them...Turn
them over and all of the bills are now face up! Yep, that’s
right—you mix them and still they correct themselves. “Old
George” is magical and confusing for sure! No false counts
or sleights! An excellent effect for walk around or close-up!
Comes complete with instructions.
(Includes 4 Real Dollar Bills) $20

Michael Close’s
Dollar Bill
Available Again!

A dollar bill is folded inside a playing card and
a toothpick stuck through both. Unbelievably,
the bill is pulled back and forth through the
toothpick! When the toothpick is removed,
the bill has no tears or holes!
No skill required. Comes complete with dollar
bill, cards, toothpick, plastic wallet and
routine.

20

$
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Issue 4 In The Series...
Mystic Descendant
Issue 4—Elucidation

The Official Publication Of Mentalism
Discover how Mauricio Jaramillo’s love and
passion for mentalism transformed into a career
as a full-time mentalist.
Take a trip back in time with Ryan Frame, with
the first step on his bold journey of unpacking The
Jinx issue-by-issue, giving his own thoughts and
variations along the way.
Several key topics are entertainingly discussed by
Don Theo III during this issues Spotlight Q&A,
and Iain Dunford shares thoughts on readings,
connections and psychometry.
Feel the suspense and pressure as Anthony Heads walks us
through a difficult encounter and Paul Shirley presents one
of his most preferred close-up pieces. Plus, Johnny the
Mentalist demonstrates a hot little effect in a restaurant and
a visual book test is displayed Inside a London Pub.

Issue 4...$20

These Issues Also Available!

Issue 1...$20

30

Issue 2...$20

Issue 3...$20
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Devious Standards

Allow Me To Give You Some
Really Awful Advice!
By Jim Steinmeyer

This is a book that every magician should read, and
for sure anyone who wants to perform magic for the
public!
Written by the author who has seen it all—the good
and the bad performances and performers!
“A bum fiddler in no way hurts music, but
‘drugstore magicians’ are making a bum out of
magic, can kill magic.”
No one said it better than that, “You are not a
magician, you are an entertainer!” And there are no bad tricks, just bad magicians!
This is a must-read book for all of us who enjoy the art!
PLUS: Jim teaches (5) professional effects as well!
“When Steinmeyer talks... I listen!” --Joe Stevens

Don’t Miss This One!

20

$

Hand Mucking
By George
Joseph

The art of switching cards
in play!
Of all the gambling sleight of hand techniques, the
least understood, or surely the least written about, is
hand mucking.
All of the mucks presented here were developed for
the gaming table and many of them are original ideas
of Mr. Joseph. These card mucks are not described
as magic tricks or effects. The application or use of
this matieral is left to the reader!
There are over 15 mucks shown. Book is soft bound
and has over 50 pages with detailed illustrations.

20

$
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Stevens Magic Classics
Virtual Foolery

Presented & Edited By Jon
Racherbaumer & T.A. Waters
Sixteen artists with sixteen professional effects.
Included are effects for Close-Up, Stand-Up and
Stage! A smorgasbord of professional magic!
A compilation from the minds of 16 Magi, who
fronted the book for the inspiring GeMini: the
Greater Magic Network. (This book was released
ONLY to members of the Network.) NOW
AVAILABLE TO YOU!
Routines and explanations from... Ian Adair, Pete Biro, Steve Bryant,
Aldo Colombini, Karrell Fox, Mark Garetz, Pat Hennessy, Tom Mullica,
Anthony Owen, Jon Racherbaumer, Mike Rogers, T.A. Waters, Ron
Wilson, Roger Klause, Simon Lovell and Billy McComb.
Our guarantee to you is... if you are not impressed with these 16 effects, return
the book for a refund! You will find many effects that you will use for close-up,
impromptu and stage magic. This book was never released to the magic fraternity.

20

$

Breslaw’s
Last
Legacy
This book would
rank as the third
most popular of
the antiquarian
English language
books devoted
primarily
to
legerdemain. Breslaw was a German
conjurer, who came to England in the
early 1760s.
If you would like to bring a dead fly back
to life, make your companions appear
hideous, pull off a person’s shirt without
undressing him or make a virgin’s
selected card jump our of the deck—
you’ll find the secrets here within this
book!

35

$
32

The
Expositor
By William
Frederick
Pinchbeck

Original publication:
Boston, 1805. This
is the limited edition,
first edition reproduction 1996 facsimile edition with new
foreword by Byron Walker.
This was the first book on magic
printed in America. This is the perfect
book for magic historians. This is a real
gem for any magic enthusiast. This book
is often referred to as the “Learned Pig,”
as it features an embossed image of a
pig picking out the Ace of Diamonds on
the cover. Special thanks to Byron
Walker for allowing us to use his
original book for this project.

35

$
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Blasts From The Past!
Blackstone

A Magician’s Life

By Daniel Waldron
Years ago, I asked Jay Marshall, the Dean of
American Magicians, “Jay, in your lifetime, who
was the best of all of the magicians that you
saw? You saw Houdini, Thurston, Goldin,
Dante, LeRoy, Henning, Gwynne, Grabel,
George, Devant, Chung Ling Soo, Carter, Great
Raymond, Okito, Mark Wilson, Criss Angel,
David Copperfield, Blackstone, Sr.” It didn’t
take him 10 seconds to answer! His replay
was loud and clear... Blackstone Sr.
And I had to agree becasue it was Blackstone Sr
that hooked yours truly when I was 10 years old
in 1946! --Joe Stevens
This book is just fabulous as it takes Blackstone from his days
before magic right up to his final days. A wonderful biography
of one of the greatest of all times! Enjoy the book that is so
well written by Daniel Waldron. Find out why Jay’s answer
was so profound! Book is hard bound with 230 pages.

38

$

The Egg Bag Book
By John Novak

There is 104 pages, illustrated with 15 pages
of line drawings. Explains different types of
bags from the production bag of Isaac
Fawkes to the Malini Egg Bag and other
recent ones! Also a large section on eggs
themselves and complete routines! There has
NEVER been such a detailed book on the
history of the Egg Bag!
If you want to add the Egg Bag to your act,
study this book for important information. And
if you have purchased an Egg Bag in the past,
get it out and add this miracle to your act!

Regular price is $35, now... $20
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Well Worth The Read!

Words About Wizards

Recollections Of Magicians And Their
Magic 1930-1950

By Robert Parrish

Fabulous and colorful stories of legends of magic. You
will enjoy this light reading about all of the performers
named below and enjoy the history of our art of magic.
A collection of sketches about magicians who figured in
the first half of the 20th Century. Anecdotes about
magicians of the past and descriptions of their
performances have always held great fascination for all
of us. Here are notes on some remarkable people who
flourished so many years ago!
Listed in the book are: Blackstone, Okito, Charlie
Miller, Harlan Tarbell, John Mulholland, Ricardo
Richardine, Jack Gwyne, Ed Renot, Joseffy, Balsamo,
Rosini, Mysterious Smith, Ade Duval, Paul Le Paul,
and W.F. Steele.
The book is hardbound with dust jacket, contains 67
pages—indexed and illustrated with photographs.

25

$

The Orne Experiments
By Todd Landman

Ideomotor Response is without question both tragically
underused in the art and arguably the closest thing to
real magic! This is mandatory reading for anyone seriously
interested in the study of any one of three features. This book
highlights a series of experiments and further developments
carried out by Professor Martin Orne and Professor Todd
Landman initially conducted in 1985. The experiments address
the psychological and parapsychological phenomena of
ideomotor response, age regression, hypermnesia and ESP. These
experiments adhered to scientific conditions and methodological standards. That is
just one reason why this should be mandatory reading for anyone seriously interested
in these fields. As this account summaries the results and discusses the implications
for our understanding of the human mind.
Sections in book—I: The Original Orne Experiments, II: Ideomotor
Response and Age Regression, III: Memory Work and IV: Summary and
Implications. Book is softcoved with 63 pages.
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